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ABOUT US
Gentherm develops and delivers solutions that make meaningful differences in everyday life — improving 
health, wellness, comfort and energy efficiency, making the world a better place today and for generations 
to come.

530+

patents issued

75+

different countries

customers in

30+

distinct locations

$1.2+

billion in revenue

90+

patents issued in 2022

14,000+

employees

70+

OEM customers

700+

vehicle makes and platforms

included on

14
countries
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Advancing the Science of  
Battery Performance
For decades, our heating and cooling solutions have been 
enhancing the comfort of vehicle occupants. With the 
emergence of electro mobility, another key element has joined 
the mix: the vehicle traction battery. This component is equally 
sensitive to extreme temperatures and requires increased 
attention to ensure it performs reliably and consistently over 
the long term. To address these challenges, we developed 
a unique temperature management solution that can both 
heat and cool the battery simultaneously. But that’s not all. We 
also understand the importance of continuous temperature 
monitoring and a flawless current flow from cell to cell. To 
achieve this, we have created unique ultra-flat cell connecting 
systems that utilize advanced foil conductor technology. Our 
solutions ensure that the battery is continuously monitored 
and always kept within the optimal temperature range. This 
commitment to battery performance and safety has helped us 
to become a trusted partner for leading automotive and battery 
manufacturers around the world.

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT
Think. Design. Innovate.
As a development and system partner, we assemble dedicated teams of experts from various fields 
to create solutions specifically tailored to your application. Drawing on our deep understanding of the 
battery as a holistic system, we employ a design thinking process to imagine, engineer and produce 
innovative solutions that meet your unique needs.
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MANUFACTURING
We offer outstanding production capacities worldwide with a focus on vertical integration. From  
injection molding, cable and foil conductor production to mechanical processing, connection 
technologies and the in-house production of electronic devices and final assembly lines, we provide 
comprehensive single-source services. Our factories and production processes are regularly  
audited by automotive customers and are ISO certified. This proven operational excellence ensures  
a superior level of cost-effective production of your products. We strive to exceed customer  
expectations through continuous improvement throughout our operations and the delivery of truly 
innovative solutions.

03Development

When you partner with Gentherm, you get the 
expertise of a specialized team dedicated to your 
product throughout the development process,  
from initial design and prototype construction to 
production and performance evaluation.  

Simulation

Our simulation experts utilize specialized tools 
including fluid flow (CFD), electromagnetic,  
mechanical and thermal simulations (FEA), which 
enables us to expedite development time and 
enhance product quality. 

Prototyping

Our in-house prototyping facility offers both rapid 
prototyping and small-batch production as one-stop 
services, including CNC machining, 3D printing, 
mechanical work, and electronic services, delivering  
valuable results in a short time.

Testing

Our own accredited test labs can conduct a range 
of mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic 
compatibility tests. This in-house ability helps you  
save time and money, while avoiding the risks 
associated with outsourcing these essential functions 
to external providers.
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INNOVATION
Driving Progress Through Innovation
Unlike the many companies that still use chemical etching processes to manufacture flexible printed 
circuits (FPC), we utilize a mechanical structuring process. Through the use of this patented method, 
we have redefined the process to refine structured foil elements for battery technology. This innovative 
process runs on a single machine from roll-to-roll, eliminating the need for chemical etching or ink 
printing. This advanced approach makes us the first supplier worldwide to bring cell connecting systems 
and battery heaters with FPCs produced in series to market using this technology.

04 No hazardous waste or chemicals
01

Suitable for large quantities
02

99% improvement in environmental impact*
03

Easy recycling of excessive material
04

Fast and efficient roll-to-roll process on one 
compact machine

05

Stable and very precise production

06

benefits of mechanical structuring process

advantages of flexible printed circuts (fpc)

 ̵ Require almost no installation space

 ̵ Weight is negligible

 ̵ Compensate battery cell movements

 ̵ Integrated fuses

 ̵ Temperature monitoring close to the battery cells

Compatible with Every Battery Cell Type 

Our FPCs are designed for use as battery heating elements 
or conductive traces in cell connecting systems for prismatic, 
cylindrical and pouch cells. This versatility ensures compatibility 
with the unique requirements of your product. 

Efficient, Sustainable, Agile and Scalable

Gentherm has partnered with the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft Institute to conduct a sustainability study, which 
demonstrates the advantages of utilizing the mechanical structuring process  for manufacturing flexible printed 
circuits (FPCs). The key findings of the study revealed that the mechanical structuring process significantly 
reduces CO2 emissions and water consumption compared to chemical etching. Specifically, for copper circuits, 
the process reduced CO2 emissions by up to 98% and water consumption by up to 91%. For aluminum circuits, 
the process reduced CO2 emissions by up to 99% and water consumption by up to 98%. 

The impact of this reduction is significant. If one million vehicles replaced circuits manufactured by chemical 
etching with the mechanical structuring process solution, it would save over 186,000 tons of greenhouse 
emissions. This is equivalent to the total emissions of 40,000 gasoline-powered cars driven for a year.

*compared to chemical etching of copper foils
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OUR PORTFOLIO
Our diversified portfolio includes battery-related systems based on proven technologies that we have 
developed and utilized for years. As a Gentherm customer, you benefit from our expertise as specialists 
in providing exceptional heating and cooling solutions, as well as our vast experience in the areas of 
electronics and cable technology.

05

Battery Thermal Management
 ̵ Temperature monitoring
 ̵ Battery pre-conditioning
 ̵ Temperature maintenance

Cable Technology
 ̵ High voltage connections
 ̵ Sensing cables
 ̵ Battery harnesses

Cell Connecting Technology
 ̵ Serial/parallel connecting
 ̵ Voltage and temperature sensing
 ̵ Battering monitoring

-40°C 60°C

optimal battery temperature

20°C
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Battery Thermal Management
Battery Heating

Our foil heating elements ensure fast and efficient 
heating, with individual heaters specially designed 
to meet the battery’s requirements and optional 
electronic device controls. Our thermal system 
specialists assist in determining the optimal placement, 
calculating the performance requirements and 
designing the pattern accordingly. Detailed simulations 
demonstrate the effect and efficiency of the heating 
system, ensuring optimized performance before 
production begins.

Battery Air Cooling

Our blower-based air-cooling solutions are for battery 
systems in mild hybrid EVs or 12V systems. These 
designs feature blowers with operating points specially 
developed for this application. Compact design, control 
interfaces such as LIN, PWM, or voltage control, and 
custom integrations are among the many advantages of 
Gentherm systems.
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1

2

3

4

Low-flow pump conveys dielectric fluid into battery module

Latent heat transfer makes fluid vaporize immediately

Vapor is carried away by compressor/vacuum generator

Vapor re-condenses into fluid to dissipate heat

Boiling Fluid
Enhanced 
Nucleation 

Layer

1

23
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High Performance Cooling:  Direct Evaporative Liquid Technology

Gentherm has partnered with Carrar, an Israel-based technology developer that specializes in advanced  
thermal management systems for the electric mobility market. This partnership allows us to provide a direct 
evaporation liquid technology that offers a disruptive and holistic cooling solution, effectively addressing  
the significant challenges of automotive battery systems, powertrains, and electronic components. Our 
enhanced nucleation solution ensures optimal boiling occurs at extremely low and high heat fluxes, enabling  
fast charging and discharging, uniform temperature control down to the cell level, preservation of battery life,  
and prevention of thermal propagation. The battery cooling solution is based on immersion two-phase true  
pool boiling, providing an extremely efficient and active thermal management solution.

Thermoelectric Cooling and Heating for  
Mild Hybrids EVs

Thermoelectrics (TE) is one of our core competencies, 
which we have successfully used in climate-controlled 
automotive seats for many decades. This system 
offers the advantage of heating or cooling, depending 
on the actual need. We employ this same technology 
in our TE-based battery thermal management system. 
By using Peltier elements, we directly influence the 
temperature in the battery’s cooling circuit to prevent 
overheating and under-cooling. The thermoelectric 
effect induces temperature changes in seconds, more 
quickly than liquid systems. This advanced Gentherm 
technology won the Automotive News PACE Award 
in the USA in 2019 and has been successful in the 
market for years.

EXCLUSIVE LEAD SPONSOR:

25
YEARS

2019 WINNER

25
YEARS

EXCLUSIVE LEAD SPONSOR:

 ̵ 25W of cooling power per device

 ̵ Up to 200W of combined system  
cooling power

 ̵ 100W of heating power from single  
device

 ̵ Up to 800W of heating power per  
system

advantages of thermoelectric 
battery management
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Cell Connecting Technology
Our cell connecting systems provide secure connections between cells, ensuring reliable current transmission 
and continuous measuring of critical parameters like temperature and current flow. As specialists in automotive 
battery cell connections, we are dedicated to improving performance and extending the life of energy storage 
systems. We develop, design, and produce our systems to the highest standards, delivering innovative concepts 
that go beyond offering a simple connecting and measuring solution. Our solutions feature a modular structure 
that can be customized to fit the specific requirement of any battery module.  They include an optional frame, 
busbars, a connection to the BMS, various sensors for cell voltage, temperature, and measuring of other critical 
performance indicators. By combining these elements, we create systems that accommodate as many cells as 
you need.

Cable-Based System

A proven design that has been widely used for 
years, this wire-based system is characterized by a 
sensor wiring harness supported by a lightweight 
plastic frame that ensures outstanding stability and a 
precision fit. 

Foil-Based System

Flexible foil conductors replace complex wiring 
harnesses to reduce system weight and installation 
space. Foils coated with aluminum or copper can be 
used as conductors. An additional lamination protects 
the conductor tracks and increases safety.

Frameless System

Ideal for when installation space is extremely 
limited, we offer frameless foil conductor systems. 
These solutions can be equipped with electronic 
components or combined with a circuit board, 
depending on application requirements.

Cell Sensing and Monitoring

As technologies develop and evolve, battery monitoring systems will continue to become more complex.  
At Gentherm, we are at the forefront of this evolution, developing solutions that go beyond simple voltage and 
temperature measurements. Our advanced systems will offer precise data about each individual cell, utilizing 
specialized sensors that detect conditions such as humidity and pressure. We are also exploring breakthrough 
new technologies including electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, which can create an exact image of  
each cell and provide early warnings of aging or potential overheating.
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Cable Technology
With over four decades of experience combined with global development and flawless manufacturing 
capabilities, and a commitment to ground-breaking innovation, Gentherm can deliver solutions for virtually  
any cable and harness requirement. We produce more than 140 million parts per year with an Eppm of less  
than one, which further illustrates the results of our relentless commitment to quality.

our production capabilities

State-of-the-art manufacturing processes
01

Electrical welding processes
03

Installation of HV plugs

05

Cable/Plug or Plug/Plug connection
07

Commitment to quality - zero defect strategy

09

Production of all common cables and connectors
02

Connection of same or different materials
04

Connection systems for rough areas

06

Implementation of customer specific systems
08

Global and uniform quality standards

10
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